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Abstract 
In a galaxy far far away in the year 2708… or           
something similar to that. I mean according to        
which species calendar are we even counting       
anymore? 
The truth is that humanity has been colonizing        
other planets for a while now and most humans         
are not even sure if the original planet they keep          
hearing in stories ever existed or still does. As         
expected humanity found out they are not alone        
and very quickly crossed paths with hundreds of        
other species. Even though communication was      
established rather quickly one of the most serious        
problems was that cultures and habits were too        

strange for the different civilizations to explore each other in a bigger depth. One thing               
everyone had in common though was a past of experimentation with sounds that was bound               
to evolve into music. So to honor their newly found relationships they agreed and organized               
a new annual event where representatives from each civilization would fight in an arena that               
would come to life under the sounds of their music. 
This year’s representative for humanity is the young Unity-chan. With a height of 1.70m,              
weight of 50 kg and packing a sword twice her size and thrice her weight she is ready to take                    
on everything that will walk out of the WubWub arena doors. 
 

Game Description 
 
WubWub Arena is a 3rd person pit/arena style game which          
allows the user to use music from his own library or even stream             
it from a web radio and then engage with waves of enemies in an              
environment that will change and adapt to the user’s song choice.           
WWA is inspired by a number of different genres that are           
trending these last few years among gamers, so we are planning           
on encapsulating elements from tower defense games as well as          
MOBA games. The user will be starting from a Menu that will            
allow him to choose the song he wants and then move on to             
decide if he wants to play a particular level or allow the system to              
decide to which level the song chosen would fit best. We plan on introducing four different                
levels based on the most popular music categories (Rock/Metal, Pop , EDM, other). 
After that the player will also be asked to choose four among a large variety of skills in order                   
to form a strategy about the upcoming battle. The game starts and the player has to stay                 
alive as waves of different enemies spawn according to the speed/tempo of the music. 
For every kill and combo move the player does he gets rewarded with a number of points                 
which if he manages to survive throughout the whole song might give me him a spot in the                  
highscore table. 
  



 
 
 

 
1- Plot 
 
The storyline of this game is not particularly important. It only exists in order to support the                 
game and give a small feeling of purpose or justify some of the stuff that the player has to                   
deal with, different kind of enemies and levels being some of them. Nevertheless let us               
explore our protagonist, her motives, her goals and the world she lives in. 
As mentioned earlier the hero of our game is young Unity-chan. Even though it is clear that                  

she is human she didn’t grow up in the planet known as earth, she didn’t even grow up                  
around her own kind. As long as she can remember she was traveling and meeting beings of                 
other civilizations. Slowly though a growing hunger to learn more about humanity’s past grew              
inside her. With every new human she met she tried to extract as much information about                
humans as possible and the more she learned about her origins the more she loved them.  
Because of her harsh living style she had to learn a way to defend herself against the                  

common dangers of the universe, from common criminals to strange and unfamiliar            
creatures. Bearing a love for the past she created her own weapon, inspired by media and                
books from earth’s different eras she crafted a unique sword which she named “The              
Debasser”. Being smart as she was though she did not limit herself to melee combat but                
gathered a number of skills and knowledge from her encounters in the different corners of               
the universe. 
As soon as she got strong enough she decided to represent the human race in the                 

upcoming intergalactic WubWub tournament and reclaim the glory that once belonged to her             
ancestors in the pantheon of winners. WubWub is a tournament hosted by multiple different              
races across the galaxy. Each race chooses a music genre and builds a stadium to host the                 
battles that will be held on their own turf. After multiple fighters join the arena an average of                  
scores is given out and the best of the best get to see their names on the highscore table. 
 
 

 
 
 

2- Gameplay 



 
 
 

 
Even though the gameplay mainly takes place inside the different arenas, there are some              
actions that require the user’s attention before and after that. So we will divide our gameplay                
into two categories : 

● Our player starts facing the game’s menu, there he can either start a round or he can                 
pull up the scoreboard in order to check if he has a place among the pantheon of                 
fighters or see other scores so that he gets a rough idea about what he has to beat.                  
Further down the line we also plan on putting the highscore table in a server so all                 
players share a common reference point. After he chooses to play a new screen will               
come up where the user will see four empty slots and a large variety of skills to select                  
and form a strategy. Depending on how fast/slow the track he will choose is or which                
style of gameplay he will pursue in order to score points he might want to choose a                 
different skillset. For example if he wants to kill a lot of enemies he might select a lot                  
of damage spells or power-ups instead of evasive and faster movement skills. The             
next step is to select the track(s) he will use, there we will provide him with the option                  
of either selecting a track from his library or enter the address of a web radio in order                  
to stream the music. One click after that he will be presented with the four available                
levels. Both the name and the preview of the level will allow him to make the correct                 
choice regarding his pick. For example the Metal/Rock level will have a rougher look              
whereas the EDM level might have a more futuristic one. This will wrap up the               
pre-game settings and our player will spawn in the Arena he selected. 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 

● The first thing our user sees is a countdown and the title of the track he selected.                 
Once the game starts the variety of visualization effects inside the level will come to               
life and react to the speed/tempo of the track . We want those effects to breath new                 
life to the track the user picked and make the listening experience more intense by               
providing an additional gameplay. Depending on how much the player has mastered            
the game and also the speed of the track our user can choose two different paths in                 
order to gather points. If the tempo is fast then a large amount of enemies will spawn                 
and the player can hit a high score by killing them all. If the tempo is slow then the                   
players can shift his focus on scoring points by other mini games in the level (avoid                
traps, hit correct timings, gather rewards). If the player is good enough he can do               
both things at the same time and maximize the points he earns. As mentioned              
previously during the game enemies will spawn at random places within the level and              
try to kill our hero. They can either simply use melee attacks or even have long                
ranged skills to make our player’s life even harder. At one point in the game also a                 
stronger enemy or mini boss will spawn , which will be much harder to kill and also                 
have a larger variety of skills and traps in his weaponry. Usually after successfully              
killing that final boss the game will end and the player will get rewarded with a                
number of extra points. The system will make some final calculations and bring up              
the score table so that the user can see how well he did in comparison with the                 
others.  

 

 

 



 
 
 

 
Technical Achievement 
 
 Even though WW Arena is all about giving the player an audio/visual experience , all the 
effects  have to be dynamic. In order to achieve the results we have in mind we can split the 
technical part of the game in four major categories :  

● Allow the player to use his own music:  
The simplest form of this is to allow the player to choose a songs from his library. 
This       would mean though that the user has to go back to the main menu every few 
minutes and choose a new track so it would be much more efficient to also allow him 
to choose multiple songs and the shuffle between them. Another issue is that today 
most people do not even have the actual files in the libraries but choose to stream 
their music from applications like Spotify, youtube or soundcloud. After a lot of 
thought we will try to give complete freedom to the user and give him the option to 
not only use the tracks he has in his phone/computer but also be able to stream 
music from either a web radio or youtube video. 

● Analyzing the given track : 
In order to make the game dynamic and allow different elements to react to different 
frequencies of the sound. An example would be some lights that react to the bass 
where others to mid and high end frequencies. In order to do that we will have to not 
only make a system which can figure out how much bass(or any other freq.) there is 
at a given moment and also be able to smooth out those values in respect with the 
previous ones so that it  can provide the best experience to the user.  

● Machine learning :  
We decided that we also want to experiment with machine learning in this game. In 
order to provide the best experience for the player we have to categorize songs and 
then make the level react to an according preset. One way to do this would be to 
provide the user the option to label their songs accordingly. It would be of course 
better to do this automatically so that it doesn’t matter what song our user choose or 
which he level he want to play it on. He will always be rewarded with a gameplay 
tailored to his needs. 

● Visual Effects :  
Providing “eye candy” to the user is one of the main goals of this game. This will of 
course include a series of assets found on the web but most importantly we plan to 
create by ourselves a large variety of  effects by using particles systems, lights, 
objects and shaders. Some of those will be stale but most of them will be combined 
with scripts to react to the music and each will visualize different part of the audio 
spectrum. 

 

 



 
 
 

The Big Idea (Bullseye) 
 

 
Main Goal: Wub wub Arena is a fighting game which consists of tower defense and 
moba elements. Allow the user to customize the fight in any way he wants by being 
able to combine his own skillset, levels of his choice and music. 
Technical Achievement:  

- Create a system that analyzes sound and reshapes the whole game during 
runtime 

- Provide a large variety of shader & particle effects 
- Allow the user to import music from multiple sources 
- Use machine learning techniques to categorize music tracks automatically 

 
The best words to describe WWA would be dynamic,adaptive and customizable. 
It is a chill out experience where we we want to make a game that actually comes second.                  
We want to user to listen to his tracks while providing an environment that would only make                 
the activity more entertaining. 
 

Assessment 
 
WW Arena has a soft storyline, fast pace , customizable gameplay and every playthrough is               
unique. The game combines elements from a lot of popular genres . Enemies appear in               
waves like in many tower defence games, you get to choose which song is played in the                 
background and then the environment adapts to it which is a similar mechanism to what               
audioSurf and Thumper use, and finally you get to form your own strategy by picking out                
your own skill set and level, mechanisms that are found in the very popular moba games                
Dota 2 and Lol. 
Our game has a strange twist because the gameplay comes second after the large variety                

of visual effects that are provided in every level. Our purpose is to enhance the player’s                



 
 
 

audio/visual experience by letting him enjoy his favourite tracks while also introducing him to              
a fun and intense gameplay. WW Arena wants to bring the user’s songs to life. 
 

 
Layered Tasks 
 
Functional Minimum Your Low Target Your Desired Target Your High Target Your Extras 

Loading Music Loading Music Loading Music Loading Music Loading Music 

Single track uploading Upload multiple tracks Create playlists Web Radio stream Youtube video stream 

Enemies & AI Enemies & AI Enemies & AI Enemies & AI Enemies & AI 

Simple enemies 
Enemies with 
animations Enemies with abilities Boss Fights 

Boss fights with mini 
events 

Environment Environment Environment Environment Environment 

Rock/Metal Level 
Electronic Dance Music 
Level Pop Music Level 

Level to host all other 
music genres Bonus Mini Game 

Visual Effects Visual Effects Visual Effects Visual Effects Visual Effects 

Lights  Volumetric Lights 
Advanced Light 
behavior Dynamic Particle Effects Terrain manipulation 

Materials Camera effects Shader Effects Water/Fire elements  

System System System System System 

Get the intensity of the 
sound 

Get intensity of specific 
frequencies 

Make our system 
interpolate between 
values for better visual 
results 

Make levels react to 
different presets based 
on the songs category 

Use machine learning 
in order to categorize 
songs 

Character Modeling & 
Animations 

Character Modeling & 
Animations 

Character Modeling & 
Animations 

Character Modeling & 
Animations 

Character Modeling 
& Animations 

Humanoid character 
with running animations 

Add some fighting 
animations 

Add spells & skills 
animations 

Create different outfits 
for the player to choose Add more characters 

UI UI UI UI UI 

Add a simple menu 
Allow user to choose 
skills ,songs & levels 

Health bars & skill 
cooldowns Highscore tables 

Online highscore 
tables 

Fighting Mechanism Fighting Mechanism Fighting Mechanism Fighting Mechanism Fighting Mechanism 

Simple melee hits Combo moves Variety of spells   

 
 



 
 
 

 
 
Development schedule ( also available in a separate document) 
 

 
 



 
 
 



 
 
 

 
 
 
The end!  
 
 


